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M18/3/HISTX/BP1/ENG/TZ0/XX  
1. a. What, according to Source J, were the challenges faced by the Nationalist [Guomindang] government of China as a result of the outbreak 

of war with Japan in 1937? [3] 
• Jiang Jieshi lost the opportunity to centralize power and improve the economy. 
• The Nationalists were displaced from their traditional power base. 
• The Nationalists were unable to crush the Communists. 
• The resulting political instability bred fear and discontent. 
b. What does Source L suggest about relations between the Chinese Communist Party and the Nationalist Party [Guomindang] in 1937? [2] 
• Both parties were prepared to cooperate with each other. 
• The alliance was in response to Japanese aggression. 
• An alliance between the two parties would effectively “close the door” on Japanese invasion. 

2. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of Source K for an historian studying political instability in 
China between 1931 and 1941. [4] 
Value: 
• Extract from a speech by the leader of the Chinese Nationalist [Guomindang] government in 1934, contemporary to the events under study. 
• As head of the Nationalist government, Jiang Jieshi had access to government intelligence and information. 
• Jiang Jieshi is speaking to officers of his army. The speech shows how political instability in China was a great concern for the Nationalist 
government and the extent to which Jiang Jieshi considered it an obstacle in the fight against Japan. 
Limitations: 
• The fact that the speech was made in 1934 but was not released until 1937 suggests the Nationalist government had concerns about the 
information being made public at the time. It suggests some level of censorship or political manipulation of the speech. 
• As a speech made to officers, Jiang Jieshi may be exaggerating his worries to gain their support in the defence of the Nationalist government. 
• The speech, based on events up to 1934, does not provide a comprehensive account of the political situation in China throughout the entire 
period. 

3. Compare and contrast what Sources I and J reveal about political instability in China up to 1941. [6] 
Comparisons: 
• Both sources identify 1937 as a turning point that ended the Nationalists’ chances to centralize power. 



• Both sources state that the Japanese invasion deprived the Nationalists of their control of industrial centres. 
• Both sources claim that the Communists were isolated in Shaanxi, a poor area. 
Contrasts: 
• Source I considers isolation in northern China compromised the Communists’ opportunities to succeed whereas Source J claims that it 
provided them with an opportunity to expand their influence in the region. 
• Source J claims that the armed conflict between Communists and Nationalists persisted after 1937 whereas Source I states that they formed a 
united front and that only by 1941 they confronted one another again. 
• Source I identifies political instability in China as being caused by tensions between Nationalists and Communists whereas Source J 
considers that regional militarists were also a serious threat to the government. 

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, discuss the view that Japanese aggression furthered political instability in China between 1931 
and 1941. [9] 
Indicative content  
Source I: Japanese aggression ended Jiang Jieshi’s opportunity to centralize the state. It deprived the Nationalists of industries and fertile land. 
It also led to a period of unity; however, cooperation between Nationalists and Communists was nominal and ended in 1941. 
Source J: Japanese aggression weakened the Nationalists both politically and economically. It provided the Communists with an opportunity to 
expand in the North. The source identifies other factors contributing to political instability in China such as political fragmentation and the 
influence of regional militarists. The clash with Japan became a unifying force. 
Source K: Jiang Jieshi identifies disruptive groups who challenged the Nationalist government, further adding to political instability. This 
compromised the government’s chances to effectively confront Japan. 
Source L: The source shows that the Chinese Nationalist [Guomindang] and the Chinese Communist Parties allied to confront Japanese 
aggression. It reveals the 
Own knowledge 
impact of Japanese policy on China by suggesting that, in 1937, both parties were prepared to compromise to prevent Japanese expansion. 
In their responses, candidates may refer to the effects of the Japanese invasion of Manchuria on Chinese politics. They may, for example, offer 
further details on Jiang Jieshi’s policy of prioritizing the fight against the Communists over the fight against Japan (“internal pacification before 
external resistance”). They may discuss the impact of this policy on popular support for both the Chinese Nationalist [Guomindang] and the 
Chinese Communist Parties. They may refer to political tensions emerging before the foundation of the Second United Front, such as the 
conflict between Jiang Jieshi and Zhang Xueliang, the young marshal, who believed the war against Japan should be prioritized over the fight 
against Communism. Reference to the negative economic impact of the Sino-Japanese War could also be relevant as it undermined the 
Guomindang and provided opportunities for the growth of opposition. Candidates may also discuss the ways in which the Chinese Communist 
Party defended and then liberated peasant communities from the Japanese. 
Candidates may also argue that political instability in China had other causes not linked to Japanese aggression. They could offer detail on the 
Guomindang’s failed promises of land reform and democracy for China. Jiang’s use of repression increased his unpopularity and furthered 
political instability. Candidates may also discuss the policies of other countries, such as the USSR and US, and the extent to which these 
contributed to furthering political instability in China. 

N17/3/HISTX/BP1/ENG/TZ0/XX  
1. a. What, according to Source I, were the challenges facing Japanese national policy? [3] 

• The great powers were perceived as being an aggressive force that Japan had to overcome. 
• Japan needed to strengthen Manchukuo against the threat from the Soviet Union. 
• Great Britain and the US stood in the way of Japan’s economic development. 
• Japan had to extend her influence without alienating other powers. 
b. What does Source L suggest about Sino-Japanese [Chinese-Japanese] relations in 1937? [2] 
• Japan had already cut off (annexed) Manchukuo and was ready to invade the rest of China ignoring any possible appeal by China to the 
League of Nations. 
• China was defenceless against Japan. 
• Japan is portrayed as an armoured samurai warrior, implying a military threat to China. 

2. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of Source I for an historian studying Japanese foreign 
policy in East Asia. [4] 
Value: 
• It is an official Japanese government policy statement dated August 1936. 
• It outlines Japan’s intentions for foreign policy in the future. 
• It demonstrates the importance of Manchukuo, both economically and strategically, to Japanese foreign policy. 
• It indicates that Japan perceived the Soviet Union, Great Britain and the US as being a threat to Japanese policies. 
Limitations: 



• As it is a statement of principles there are no concrete proposals in the source about how these will be achieved. We do not know from the 
source whether Japan’s actions followed these guiding principles. 
• It could be used as propaganda camouflaging Japan’s real intentions, particularly towards the South Seas area. 

3. Compare and contrast what Sources J and K reveal about Japanese foreign policy aims in East Asia. [6] 
Comparisons: 
• Both sources state that there was a need for economic expansion and investment programmes for Japan to have a strong industrial base. 
• Both sources mention the need to resolve the Chinese question, bringing it more under Japanese control. 
• Both sources identify the Soviet Union was a major area of concern; one that needed to be resolved by strengthening Japan’s military 
defences. 
Contrasts: 
• Source J suggests that Japan’s aim was to maintain peace in the region by diplomacy and to pursue co-prosperity and coexistence whereas 
Source K states that Japan’s aim should be to defend itself through aggressive military operations against its enemies. 
• Source J maintains that Japanese ministers in Tokyo believed that there should be no territorial expansion whereas Source K clearly indicates 
the expansionist tendencies of the Japanese army in Manchuria. 
• Source J states that China should be brought into line by diplomatic pressure from Japan whereas Source K argues that Japan should 
achieve this by defeating China militarily. 

4. Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree with the suggestion that Japanese foreign policy aims up to 1937 
were to be achieved through “gradual and peaceful ways” (Source J)? [9] 
Indicative content  
Source I: Asserts that the great powers, in particular the Soviet Union, had aggressive policies that were a threat to Japan. However, it also 
indicates that Japan’s relationship with the other powers should be developed through “friendly relations.” 
Source J: Indicates that Japanese relations with other peoples in the area would be based on coexistence and co-prosperity. Any interests in 
South-East Asia must be based on a non-aggressive policy based on a peaceful approach. It also shows that the ministers in Tokyo were not 
interested in territorial expansion through force but by exerting pressure on governments in Asia. 
Source K: Maintains that an industrial base would be needed in case of war and that aggressive offensive operations of a short duration were 
necessary and would necessitate the elimination of China militarily. Military action would also be necessary against the Soviet Union. 
Source L: Shows that the Japanese had aggressive intentions towards China and were threatening to annex it, as they had already done with 
Manchukuo. It suggests that Japan would not be afraid to use military force. 
Own knowledge 
By 1931, after the invasion of Manchuria, the Kwantung Army simply ignored efforts by the Imperial government in Tokyo to check its 
aggression. Militarists assassinated Prime Minister Inukai in May 1932, for trying to bring the Kwantung Army under control. By 1933 Jehol had 
been annexed and Manchukuo created under the puppet leader Pu Yi. 
By the mid-1930s, army extremists had become impatient with Japan's existing political and economic policies that led to the attempted coup 
on 26 February 1936. Although the coup failed militarists were committed to extending Japanese territory by force. 
The signing of the Anti-Comintern Pact with Germany in November 1936 was seen as protecting Manchukuo against the Soviet Union and 
guaranteeing the safety of Japanese territory allowing for a more aggressive policy towards China. 
In July 1937, tensions between Chinese troops and Japanese troops led to the Marco Polo Bridge Incident after which Japanese armies 
invaded China’s northern provinces and quickly captured Beijing. The Japanese captured Shanghai in November 1937 and then attacked 
Nanjing in December 1937 with the resulting massacre of the civilian population. 

M17/3/HISTX/BP1/ENG/TZ0/XX 
1. a. What, according to Source K, were the factors contributing to tensions between Japan and the US? [3] 

• The Tripartite Pact worsened relations between the US and Japan. 
• Japan demanded permission to move troops to Indochina. 
• The US oil embargo and freezing of Japanese assets increased tensions. 
• Officers in the Japanese army resolved to go to war because of the oil embargo. 
b. What does Source L suggest about Japanese expansion? [2] 
• Japan was motivated by its declining oil reserves. 
• Japan had identified the Dutch East Indies as a target for accessing oil. 
• Japan was prepared to use force. 

2. With reference to its origin, purpose and content, analyse the value and limitations of Source K for an historian studying the tensions between 
the US and Japan. [4] 
Value: 
• The source was written in 1968 and therefore offers a retrospective view within a generation of the actual events. 
• It offers detailed analysis of US-Japanese relations between 1938 and 1941 with focus on the reasons for the escalation of tensions. 



• The purpose is to analyse in depth the growth of tensions between Japan and the US. Because it is an article written by a Japanese 
academic, it is likely to offer a well-informed Japanese perspective of events. 
Limitations: 
• Because it discusses a very narrow period of time, it does not consider the tensions between the US and Japan between 1931 and 1937. 
• Focused on the deterrent policy, it doesn’t place US-Japanese relations in the broader context of the Second World War. 
• The author's nationality may have influenced his perspective of events. 

3. Compare and contrast what Sources I and J reveal about the increasing tensions between the US and Japan. [6] 
Comparisons: 
• Both sources show Japan was dependent on foreign oil supplies. 
• Both sources suggest that the Japanese military was prepared to go to war against the US. 
• Both sources show that a diplomatic solution was unlikely, for example, because of forceful US responses such as imposing the oil embargo. 
Contrasts: 
• Source I claims that in 1941 the Japanese were still deciding between agreeing to US conditions in China or using force whereas Source J 
claims war might be difficult to avoid by then. 
• Source I suggests Japan was acting aggressively to obtain resources whereas Source J claims it was also responding to the military 
preparations and strengthening of the defences of Britain and the US in the Far East. 
• Source I states the Japanese diplomats and the Japanese military had opposing views as to how to address relations with the US whereas 
Source J does not suggest the existence of conflicting views among the Japanese authorities. 

4. “Mutual fear led to increasing tensions between the US and Japan.” Using the sources and your own knowledge, to what extent do you agree 
with this statement? [9] 
Source material 
Source I: The fact that Japanese diplomats were considering a partial withdrawal from China could indicate their fear of the US. Japan's plans 
for a pre-emptive strike against the US and its allies may be interpreted by some candidates as evidence that the Japanese did not fear to 
provoke war against the US. Roosevelt's decision to impose an oil embargo on Japan may be interpreted as a response to US fear of Japanese 
hegemony in Asia. 
Source J: The Japanese military interpreted US and British defence of their military installations as a threat to Japanese security. It also feared 
the strengthening of US and British military preparations if war was postponed. Japan feared the depletion of its own resources. 
Source K: The source suggests that the US did not fear Japan as Roosevelt claimed he would not be intimidated by Japan. This is supported 
by the reference to US citizens increasingly supporting strong action against Japan. Also, the signing of the Tripartite Pact did not deter the US. 
Japanese officers feared that the embargo could turn the Japanese navy into a “paper navy”. This implies it could cease to be seen as a threat 
by the US and its allies. 
Source L: It depicts the Japanese, ready to use military force because they were worried about the oil reserves. 
Own knowledge 
Candidates may argue that the US became increasingly fearful of Japan with the invasion of Manchuria (1931) and the withdrawal of Japan 
from the League of Nations. Although at the time US response was limited to moral denunciation, the outbreak of the Sino-Japanese War in 
1937 increased fears for US national security. Additionally, the Japanese naval expansion and the sinking of the American gunboat USS Panay 
(1937) contributed to the escalation of tensions. Japan's intention to implement the “Southern advance” and to mobilize bombers to attack 
Burma, Malaya and possibly the Philippines raised alarm in the US. Also, Japan feared the increasing involvement of the US in the Sino-
Japanese War, such as financial and military aid to the Guomindang (GMD) was prolonging the war and pushing the Japanese economy to the 
limit. Candidates may offer additional material on economic factors, such as the negative impact on Japan's economy of the US protective 
tariffs or Roosevelt's decision in 1939 not to renew the Treaty of Commerce and Navigation. These contributed to a negative perception of the 
US and to the rise of Japanese nationalism. 
Candidates may also argue that it was not only mutual fear that increased tensions between the US and Japan and refer to the fear of Soviet 
influence in China. The US began to move away from its isolationist policy more openly after 1938 and by late 1941 some perceived the war 
against Japan as inevitable. Candidates may also refer to the failure of diplomatic negotiations (such as the US rejection of a partial Japanese 
withdrawal from China; the Hull note), the rise of Japanese militarism, Japanese alliances with Germany and Italy and the influence on Japan of 
Nazi victories in Europe. 

N16/3/HISTX/BP1/ENG/TZ0/S1  
1. a. What, according to Source E, was the significance of the invasion of Abyssinia for Britain? [3] 

• Relations between Italy and Britain and France worsened. 

• The Stresa Front, with Britain as a member, collapsed. 

• Britain wished to maintain its links with Italy and/or felt that Mussolini and Haile Selassie needed to reach terms. 

• A war in Abyssinia would affect British interests in the balances of power in Europe, the Mediterranean and the Far East. 
b. What is the message conveyed by Source D? [2] 


